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Training & Development Report for the AGM for the 2014/15 season 

In the past 12 months since my ‘co-option’ onto the society’s executive committee there has been a 

vast amount of work done, & I hope you’ll agree with me when I say progress on a number of issues 

that directly affect all members of the society regardless of your role. This is not a short document, 

but I ask that you take the time to read it fully to do justice to the work done this season. 

When I agreed to take on this role, I wanted to dramatically increase the development opportunities 

the society offered, provide more directed training & bring the society policies & procedures into the 

21st century. Thus by design the position in which I’m currently serving is very different to the one 

which Phil Everett vacated.  

My first act was to create a Training & Development subcommittee with Fred Farndon, Peter Tolan 

& Steve Savage there to lend their not insignificant knowledge & experience to the task. 

Subsequently John Cooper joined us heading up the induction squad and I want to take this 

opportunity to thank them all for their assistance this season. We met on 3 occasions through the 

season in person & had numerous conversations over the phone covering a variety of issues. I simply 

couldn’t have done the job properly without them. 

Below is an account of the work done in all the areas now under the training & development remit: 

Open Meetings 

There were 8 open meetings in the 2014/15 season with an average attendance of 49. There was a 

disappointing drop in the attendance in the latter meetings; if February, March & April are removed 

from the average, the figure rises to 58. This is an improvement on last season & –I hope– evidence 

that we have ‘got it right’ for the majority of members the majority of the time. Below is a summary 

of the speakers & topics covered this season: 

August (AGFM) Steve Savage Working as a team of three 
(Preparation for the 1

st
 round of cup fixtures) 

September Club Coaches Expectations of Referees 
(1

st
 time in memory that multiple club coaches invited to 

address the society) 
October Fred Farndon Refereeing the Lineout 

November Steve Savage Refereeing the Scrum 
(Planned to be a joint session with Richard Cockerill) 

January James Clarke Refereeing the Breakdown 

February Luke Haskins Changing player behaviour 
(Luke stepped in at short notice to cover for Andrew Small 
– Thanks again to Luke for this) 

March John Widdowson 
(RFU Training 
manager) 

Headcase Initiative 
(In addition to this I ran a short session in how to read an 
assessors report in order to get the most out of it) 

April Peter Tolan End of season Quiz 
(General rugby knowledge with questions from the World 
Rugby laws exam mixed in) 
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It was my goal to cover the 2 main contest areas of the game and the lineout in depth early in the 

season and to ensure (as much as we can as trainers) that there were no repeats of the 

disappointing team of 3 performances at some of the bigger cup games last season; hence the focus 

on management & working as a team of 3. 

In addition to the main speaker, presentations were also delivered at the open meetings on changes 

to grading & disciplinary procedures. All promotions were also formally announced.  

Fitness Testing 

The style & use of fitness testing in the society was reviewed in the summer in consultation with the 

grading committee in order to ensure that we accurately assess referees fitness to referee & that 

this is applied fairly, meeting the society’s broader needs. The use of the YOYO test, in line with the 

national panel & divisional groups, was no doubt a shock to many, who found the standard to be 

significantly higher than previously expected. It was a progressive move. A special mention must go 

to Trefor Jones in setting all this up, running tests & really encouraging referees of all backgrounds to 

take the test, which was invaluable. A total of 19 tests were held throughout the season from August 

to April spread geographically across the county. My thanks go to the local clubs without whom we 

couldn’t have held this many tests. 

The principle of ‘no promotion without first passing the fitness test’ has been spoken of previously, 

but this season was rigorously applied, and resulted in statistics of which the society can be truly 

proud:  

91% of active referees (not including social referees and part-time assessors/coaches) completed the 

fitness test, which is the highest rate of any Society in England. Well done to all who took the test. I 

look forward to seeing you (and hopefully the other 9%) for a repeat next season! 

NB if all referees in the society were included this statistic would be 82% - an outstanding 

achievement in itself. 

Development Squad 

This was an area for immediate action when I took on the job as the society’s development squad 

needed selecting, coaches allocated & relevant policies produced. Going on a slightly different tack 

than previous squads, a smaller group of referees was selected on the stricter criteria of “potential 

to become a national panel referee” & with significantly higher fitness standards expected. A strong 

emphasis was placed on the referee’s personal development & referees were expected to take the 

lead in this area. 

This enabled resources to be concentrated & the results speak for themselves: Of the 10 referees 

selected, we have seen 1 join the Midlands Divisional Squad (Group) & 3 recognised as future 
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divisional referees. All but one referee was promoted in the season & the average progression was 2 

grades with 1 referee rising from L12 to L8 & another from L11 to L7. 

In addition to the coaching these referees received, additional intensive training was provided 

details of which are below: 

August 
Training 
Day 

Guy Steele-Bodger What makes a good national panel official 

Peter Tolan Officiating as an AR 

Ryan Smith Producing & maintaining a PDP 

Luke Haskins Managing Challenging Behaviour 

November James Clarke Refereeing the Breakdown 

February Matt O’Grady Refereeing the Scrum 

 

Induction Squad 

The induction process, by which new recruits to refereeing are supported by the Society in their first 

few games & Young Whistlers graduating to senior ranks, was reviewed in the off season. An 

induction squad was created under John Cooper’s tutelage to help both these groups. On the whole 

this has been a great success. We have achieved a greater retention rate of new recruits in their 1st 

season & positive feedback from those involved. This indicates this is an initiative that should 

continue. 

A number of complicating factors have increased our workload; firstly the ELRA part 3, which all new 

recruits had to complete, was made defunct by RFU last season when ELRA was replaced by the new 

Level 2 course. John Cooper’s efforts in getting part 3 completed by the referees this affected 

deserves real praise.  

Secondly the new course lacks a clearly defined equivalent, despite RFU guidance supporting the 

need for a personal development portfolio before becoming a society referee. To fill this void John 

Cooper adapted the previous ELRA part 3 forms to create a fit-for-task replacement. Again praise 

must go to John. 

Finally as this induction squad is a new concept, putting policies & procedures together & monitoring 

a large group of referees was challenging, not helped by the resignation of our secretary, who has 

previously led in this area.  I would like to take this opportunity to thank John for his efforts pulling it 

all together I hope we’ve found nearly every obstacle & next season can be plain(er) sailing. 

Induction Guide 

As part of our review of the induction process we identified the need for a new up-to-date induction 

guide. Using the previous “To blow or not to blow” as a starting point Peter Tolan & I rewrote the 

booklet updating the information to reflect the changes in the society. This 3500 word document 

includes practical advice for refereeing, a guide to using whostheref and details of the society’s 

history & inner workings. It is planned that this will be available for all new members next season. 
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Training day 

In August an all-day training conference was held for the development squad, the now defunct AR 

development group (due to lack of interest) & the society’s match observers (who learnt a lot from 

the experience & expertise of senior RFU assessor John Haggart from Leicestershire). This was 

administratively a challenge, but was successful & it is my hope to repeat this in August but 

expanded to be open to all members. 

Young Whistlers 

The half-term Young Whistlers Level 2 course attracted 10 candidates but unfortunately only three 

continued their refereeing with the Society despite all having benefited from a subsidised fee on the 

basis of having promised to referee a minimum of 10 games.  As a result of this it is intended to 

charge the full fee this coming year and rebate 50% when the promise is fulfilled.  Notwithstanding 

this, and the loss of some YWs to the senior game, around 200 games were refereed during the 

season by Young Whistlers. Again, they were invited to the Sainsbury’s games for the second 

successive year and will be back there again this September. A group also officiated at the Rosslyn 

Park Schools 7s in SW London, and trips were made to referee week-end festivals at Paignton, 

Barnstaple and Cardiff.   An additional honour came the Society’s way this season when the YWs 

were invited to handle all games at the England Women’s Academy 7s. The competition involved 

senior and U18 teams from the Four England regional sides. My trip to Twickenham to watch the All 

Blacks game in November as a guest of the RFU was an honour for me but also one for the society as 

it was as much a fact-finding mission for John Lawn ahead of the planned roll out of the Young 

Whistlers scheme nationally. It is our success developing & supporting these referees that led to the 

call, and the admiration for all the work done by a vast number of people in the society. Even if you 

watched just one YW this season you helped make this possible and I would like to thank everyone 

for their efforts in this regard. 

 In terms of training support for this 3 training sessions were held, one where I spoke on pre-match 

preparation & one where Peter Tolan spoke about running the line & in goal officiating ahead of 

their 7s excursions.  At the third, National Panel referee, Luke Pearce came specially from London to 

a well-attended YW training event at Barker Butts.  Wayne Barnes also supported our work by 

allowing two from our YW Academy, Rhys Davies and Josh Jelley to visit his changing room 

immediately after the Wasps/Leicester game at the Ricoh, where the two youngsters had been 

invited to referee a three-way U14 post match tournament. 

Grading 

After Trefor’s illness & resignation I was invited by Dave Drabwell to take a seat on the grading 

committee. The move helped integrate the training & development side of things with the grading, 

feeding back on the development squad’s progress & picking up on individual referee’s development 

needs to target our resources where they were most needed. 
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Since joining this committee I’ve worked towards the goal of the grading process being clear & 

transparent – a phrase which has been used all too often in the past without meaning too much. 

Whilst we haven’t yet got it completely right I see my role as one where I can push towards that 

goal, improving feedback both directly to the referee & via the minutes of meetings on the website. 

It is eye-opening to see how much discussion & detail goes into grading every referee in the society. I 

hope that better transparency and personal contact will alleviate much of the angst and frustration 

that comes with grading decisions.  

As part of this committee I was able to successfully advocate the replacement of the RFU Form 2 

(which believe it or not is over a decade old now!!) with the up to date RFU match observers form 

for level 6 & 7 referees. This is a progressive move that brings us into line the with majority of 

societies in the country providing consistency & far more information to referees about their 

performance, which will no doubt also benefit our referees development and better support the 

grading process. 

It is my job now to keep my end of the bargain & support the MOs in adapting to this change and 

hopefully ‘sell’ the benefits to them also. If returned to this post at the AGM work will start 

immediately to provide all the training necessary to make this possible. I hope that referees, 

assessors and coaches will support this move positively; accepting that this will be new for everyone 

and the increased level of feedback will open up new discussions that were not previously addressed 

& respect for everyone’s opinions is valuable as we all adapt. 

My plans 

The reason for the lateness of my report being available on the website is this last paragraph which 

had to be rewritten following my preliminary results for my final exams which have exempted me 

from sitting further papers meaning I have passed a month ahead of the official results day. 

Because of this I can confirm that the rumours of my ‘retirement’ from serious refereeing –which 

have reached my ear like clockwork since Christmas– are false & it is my intention to return in the 

new season having been retained on group for next season – albeit at a lower ranking. The time 

away from the game focusing on my studies has been difficult, hearing that referees have 

progressed & overtaken you whilst your head is down in a pile of anatomy revision, isn’t the best 

way of spending your Saturday afternoon, but I take solace in the fact that many of these referees 

who have pushed forward have done so because of the work done by the training & development 

committee earlier in the season. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those in the society 

for their support, without which I wouldn’t have been able to perform at the levels I have both on & 

off the field. 

Next season will bring new challenges for all, not least myself. Juggling the duties of an FY1 doctor 

with my refereeing & supporting the society’s development goals will be hard, but the prospect for 

me of meeting all three of these challenges is exciting & 2015/16 should be a great season for all. 

Many thanks, 

Ryan Smith 


